Nothing compares
to the incredibly
soft texture and
sweetness of a
fresh fig, but dried
figs can be just as
delightful. By drying your figs, you'll
vastly increase
their shelf life and
get to enjoy them
through the entire
year. Just imagine your family's delight when you
serve figs, cranberries and honey at the next
Thanksgiving.

Ficus carica ‘Little Miss Figgy’
• Use: Little Miss Figgy’ is an excellent ornamental and fruit-bearing landscape plant.
With a dwarf compact habit, it is smaller and more cold hardy than comparable figs,
yet bears large and more prolific fruits spring and fall. It boasts dark green deeply
lobed leaves and deep burgundy fruits with a sweet center. The sweet taste and incredible texture of the Fig make it highly desirable. Rather than spend money buying
figs from the supermarket, invest in your own tree. Please be sure to read the
Home Garden Figs article from UGA on our Plant Information Page on the
website.
• Exposure/Soil: Grow in full sun. Well-drained, rich soil. pH of 5.5 to 6.5 necessary.
• Growth: Grows 4–6' tall x 3–4' wide.
• Hardiness: Zone 7-10; Shrub
• Foliage: Deciduous Its dark-green leaves are deeply lobed, adding intriguing
form to your garden design.
• Flower/ Fruit: . Some dwarf fruit trees bear tiny fruits. But not Little Miss Figgy! Most figs on standard-sized trees are 1 to 2 inches long, and Little Miss Figgy's
fruits are typically 1.5 inches long '– a substantial size for such a small tree. Loaded
with figs. In the exact wording of the patent paperwork, Little Miss Figgy "exhibits
prolific production of large fruit that is present along the branches." So you'll get
large fruit, lots of fruit, and fruit that is produced along the branches and not just at
the branch tips like other fruiting plants! Self fertile.

